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Abstract 

Let R be a commutative ring with nonzero identity and M be a unitary 
R-module. We define and study the concepts of weak fuzzy prime ideal 
and weak fuzzy prime submodule. Several characterizations of these 
concepts will be given. Also, we show that a weak fuzzy prime ideal µ 

satisfying 02
1 ≠µ  is a fuzzy prime ideal. 

1. Introduction 

The concept of fuzzy sets was first introduced by Zadeh in [11]. Since then 
fuzzy subsets have been applied to diverse fields. The study of fuzzy sets and their 
application to mathematical contexts is now commonly called fuzzy mathematics. 
After the first paper on fuzzy subgroups in 1971 by Rosenfeld [10], researchers 
started to look more closely into the notions extending fuzzy subsets to the other 
algebraic structures such as semigroups, rings, ideals, modules and vector spaces, 
see, for example, [2, 4, 5, 6]. For example, the notion of prime ideal was generalized 
to fuzzy prime ideals of a ring, and thus initiating the study of radicals in the fuzzy 
case by Malik and Mordeson [6, 7, 8]. 
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Of course a proper ideal P of R is called a prime ideal if for a, ,Rb ∈  Pab ∈  

implies that Pa ∈  or .Pb ∈  There are some attempts to get various generalizations 
of this notion. We could either restrict or enlarge where a and/or b lie or restrict or 
enlarge where ab lies. One useful generalization obtained by restricting where ab 
lies, is the notion of weak prime ideals which was studied in [1]. Then the notion of 
weak prime submodules was defined and studied in [12]. In this paper, we will be 
mostly interested in the fuzzy case of weak prime submodules (ideals). The concept 
of weak fuzzy prime submodules (ideals) will be introduced and, among other 
concerning results, several characterizations of this concept will be given. As a 

result, we show that a weak fuzzy prime ideal µ satisfying 02
1 ≠µ  is a fuzzy prime 

ideal. We use the idea of fuzzy points belonging to a fuzzy subsets to work out the 
proofs. 

2. Preliminaries 

Throughout, R denotes a commutative ring with identity and M is a unitary 
R-module. We use [ ]1,0=I  as a complete lattice with the usual operator ∧  for 

infimum (intersection) and ∨  for supremum (union). For a non-empty set X a fuzzy 
subset of X is a function .: I→η X  The set of all fuzzy subsets of X will be 

denoted by .XI  For η, ,XI∈λ  we write λ⊆η  if ( ) ( ),xx λ≤η  for all .Xx ∈  

We recall some definitions and theorems from the textbook [9] which we need 
in the sequel. 

Definition 2.1. Let A be a subset of X, Xx ∈  and .0 I∈< t  We define the 
fuzzy subset I→XtA :  by ( ) tytA =  if Ay ∈  and 0 if .Ay ∉  In the special case 

if { },xA =  we denote At  by xt  and call it a fuzzy point in X. For a fuzzy set η, 

η∈xt  iff ( ) .tx ≥η  

Definition 2.2. A fuzzy subset RI∈η  is said to be a fuzzy ideal of R if 

(i) ( ) ,10 =η  

(ii) ( ) ( ) ( )srsr η∧η≥−η  for all r, ,Rs ∈  

(iii) ( ) ( ) ( )srrs η∨η≥η  for all r, .Rs ∈  
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Definition 2.3. A fuzzy subset MI∈φ  is said to be a fuzzy submodule of M if 

(i) ( ) ,10 =φ  

(ii) ( ) ( ) ( )yxyx φ∧φ≥+φ  for all x, ,My ∈  

(iii) ( ) ( )xrx φ≥φ  for all ,Rr ∈  .Mx ∈  

We denote the set of all fuzzy ideals (resp., submodules) of R (resp., of M ) by 
FI(R) ( ( ))..,resp MFS  Obviously the bottom fuzzy subset ,1:0 0=  and the top 

fuzzy subset RR 1:  ( )MM 1:.,resp =  are in ( )RFI  ( ( )).in.,resp MFS  

Definition 2.4. Let RI∈λη,  and .MI∈φ  Define the product RI∈λ⋅η  

and MI∈φ⋅η  as follows: 

( ) ( ) { ( ) ( ) } RarsaRsrsra ∈=∈|λ∧η=λ⋅η allfor,,x  

and 

( ) ( ) { ( ) ( ) } .allfor,, MxryxMyRryrx ∈=∈∈|φ∧η=φ⋅η x  

It is well known that if η, ( )RFI∈λ  and ( ),MFS∈φ  then ( )RFI∈λ⋅η  and 

( ).MFS∈φ⋅η  

Theorem 2.5. Let ( )RFI∈λη,  and ( )., MFS∈ψφ  Then 

{ } ( )RFIR ∈η≤λ⋅ν|∈ν=λη Ix:  

and 

{ } ( ).: MFSR ∈φ≤ψ⋅ν|∈ν=ψφ Ix  

Definition 2.6. Let ( ).RFI∈µ  Then µ is called a fuzzy prime ideal if µ is not 

constant and for η, ( ),RFI∈λ  µ⊆λ⋅η  implies that µ⊆η  or .µ⊆λ  

Definition 2.7. Let ( ).MFS∈φ  Then φ is called a fuzzy prime submodule if φ 

is not constant and for ( ),RFI∈η ( ),MFS∈ψ φ⊆ψ⋅η  implies that ( )M1:φ⊆η  

or .φ⊆ψ  
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The operation sum of fuzzy submodules ( ) ,MFSi ∈φ  ,...,,1 ni =  is defined 
as follows [9]: 

( ) ( ) .allfor,,
11
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We state that the product distributes over addition. That is for ( )RFI∈η  and φ, 

( ),MFS∈ψ  ( ) ψ⋅η+φ⋅η=ψ+φ⋅η  (see [9, Proposition 2.2.8]). If 
nxx ntt ...,,

11  

are n fuzzy points in M, then the fuzzy submodule η generated by 
nxx ntt ...,,

11  is 

denoted by 
nxx ntt ...,,

11  and is defined as ∑ ⋅n
iR ixt1 .1  In particular for the fuzzy 

point xt  in M, xt  is the fuzzy cyclic submodule Rxt  of M. 

The following theorems are well known or easy. We recall them for the 
convenience. 

Theorem 2.8. Let ( )RFI∈µ  be non constant. Then µ is a fuzzy prime ideal 

iff  for all a, Rb ∈  and ,0 I∈< t  ,0 I∈< s  µ∈⋅ ba st  implies that µ∈at  or 

.µ∈bs  

Theorem 2.9. Let ( )MFS∈φ  be non constant. Then φ  is a fuzzy prime 

submodule iff for all ,Ra ∈  Mx ∈  and ,0 I∈< t  ,0 I∈< s  φ∈⋅ xa st  implies 

that ( )Mat 1:φ∈  or .φ∈xs  

3. Main Results 

Definition 3.1 (see [1]). A proper ideal P of R is called weak prime if for a, 
,Rb ∈  Pab ∈≠0  implies that Pa ∈  or .Pb ∈  

Definition 3.2. Let P be a proper submodule of M. We say that P is a weak 
prime submodule if for ,Ra ∈  ,Mx ∈  ,0 Pax ∈≠  implies that ( )MPa :∈  or 

.Px ∈  

These definitions motivate the following. 

Definition 3.3. (i) We say that ( )MFS∈φ  is a weak fuzzy prime submodule if 
it is not constant and for all ,Ra ∈  Mx ∈  with ax≠0  and ,0 I∈< t  ,0 I∈< s  

φ∈⋅ xa st  implies that either ( )Mat 1:φ∈  or .φ∈xs  
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(ii) We say that ( )RFI∈µ  is a weak fuzzy prime ideal if µ is not constant and 

for all a, ,Rb ∈  with ab≠0  and ,0 I∈< t  ,0 I∈< s  µ∈⋅ ba st  implies that 

either µ∈at  or .µ∈bs  

It is obvious that any fuzzy prime submodule (ideal) is weak fuzzy prime. 
However, since by definition 010 =  is always weak fuzzy prime submodule (ideal), 

a weak fuzzy prime submodule (ideal) need not be fuzzy prime in general. 

Theorem 3.4. Let P be an ideal of R. Let [ )1,0∈α  and µ be a fuzzy subset of 

R defined by 

( )






∉α

∈
=µ

.

,1

Paif

Paif
a  

Then µ is a weak fuzzy prime ideal of R if and only if P is a weak prime ideal of R. 

Proof. Since P is an ideal of R, evidently µ is a fuzzy ideal of R. So let P be a 
weak prime ideal of R. Let ,Ra ∈  Rb ∈  with ab≠0  and ,0 I∈< t  ,0 I∈< s  

µ∈⋅ ba st  and ,µ∉at  .µ∉bs  This gives that ( ) ( ) .α=µ=µ ba  Therefore a, 

.Pb ∉  Since P is a weak prime ideal of R, we have Pab ∉  and so ( ) .α=µ ab  

Hence ( ) ( ) ( ) ,α=µ∧µ>∧≥µ=α bastab  a contradiction. Thus µ is a weak 

fuzzy prime ideal. 

Conversely let µ be a weak fuzzy prime ideal of R, and a, Rb ∈  with 
.0 Pab ∈≠  Let Pa ∉  and .Pb ∉  Then ,1 µ∉a  µ∉b1  and ,111 µ∈=⋅ abba  a 

contradiction. So P is a weak fuzzy prime ideal of R.  □  

Corollary 3.5. Let P be an ideal of R. Then p1  is a weak fuzzy prime ideal of R 

if and only if P is a weak prime ideal of R. 

The following theorem gives several characterizations of weak fuzzy prime 
submodules. 

Theorem 3.6. Let ( )MFS∈φ  be non constant. The following statements are 

equivalent. 

(i) φ is a weak fuzzy prime submodule. 

(ii) For all ,0 s<  Mx ∈  with ( ) ,sx <φ  ( ) ( ).:01:: xMx ss ∪φ=φ  
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(iii) For all ,0 s<  Mx ∈  with ( ) ,sx <φ  ( )Mxs 1:: φ=φ  or .:0: xx ss =φ  

(iv) For each (crisp) ideal J of R and each submodule K of M with JK≠0  and 
for all ,0 I∈< t  ,0 I∈< s  if ,φ⊆⋅ KJ st  then either ( )MJt 1:φ⊆  or .φ⊆Ks  

(v) For ,Ra ∈  Mx ∈  with ,0 ax≠  ,0 I∈< t  ,0 I∈< s  if ,φ⊆⋅ xa st  

then either ( )Mat 1:φ⊆  or .φ⊆xs  

Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) Let ,0 s<  Mx ∈  with ( ) sx <φ  and .: xa st φ∈  Let .0>ε  

Then there exists ( )RFI∈η  such that φ⊆⋅η xs  and ( ).at η<ε−  Therefore, 

( ) ( ) .φ⊆⋅η⊆⋅ε− xaxa sast  If ,0≠ax  then φ weak fuzzy prime gives that 

( ) ( )Mat 1:φ∈ε−  (note  that ).φ∉xs  This gives that ( ) ( ) ε−≥φ taM1:  and so 

( ).1: Mat φ∈  If ,0=ax  then .:0 xa st ∈  So ( ) ( ).:01:: xMx ss ∪φ⊆φ  As the 

reverse containment always holds, we must have the inequality. 

(ii) ⇒ (iii) is easy. 

(iii) ⇒ (iv) Let J be an ideal of R, K be submodule of M and ,0 I∈< t  s<0  

,I∈  ,φ⊆⋅ KJ st  ( )MJt 1:φ  and .φKs  We show that .0=JK  To do this, 

let .Kx ∈  First, suppose that ( ) .sx <φ  We have .φ⊆⋅⊆⋅ KJxJ stst  This gives 

that .: xJ st φ⊆  By our assumption we have ( )Mxs 1:: φ=φ  or .:0: xx ss =φ  

Since ( )MJt 1:φ  the first case cannot occur. Hence xx ss :0: =φ  and so 

xJ st :0⊆  which gives that .0=Jx  Next, let ( ) .sx ≥φ  Since ,φKs  we can 

choose ,Ky ∈  with ( ) .sy <φ  For this y as previously noted we have .0=Jy  On 

the other hand Kyx ∈+  and ( ) .syx <+φ  So we have also ( ) .0=+ yxJ  Now 

let .Jj ∈  Then ( ) .0=−+= jyyxjjx  It follows that .0=JK  

(iv) ⇒ (v) and (v) ⇒ (i) are clear. □ 

We can formulate the ring and ideal version of the above theorem as follows. 

Theorem 3.7. Let ( )RFI∈µ  be non constant. The following statements are 

equivalent. 

(i) µ is a weak fuzzy prime ideal. 

(ii) For all ,0 s<  Ra ∈  with ( ) ,sa <µ  ( ).:0: aa ss ∪µ=µ  
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(iii) For all ,0 s<  Ra ∈  with ( ) ,sa <µ  µ=µ as:  or .:0: aa ss =µ  

(iv) For crisp ideals J, K of R with JK≠0  and for ,0 I∈< t  ,0 I∈< s  if 

,µ⊆⋅ KJ st  then either µ⊆Jt  or .µ⊆Ks  

(v) For a, Rb ∈  with ,0 ab≠  ,0 I∈< t  ,0 I∈< s  if ,µ⊆⋅ ba st  then 

either µ⊆at  or .µ⊆bs  

Theorem 3.8. Let φ be a weak fuzzy prime submodule of M and µ be a weak 
fuzzy prime ideal of R. Then: 

(i) { } [ ) { } [ )( ),1,0,,11,0,,1 ∈=µ∈=φ ttImttIm  

(ii) ( ){ }1:1 =µ∈=µ rRr  is a weak prime ideal of R. 

Proof. (i) Let x, ,My ∈  ( ) ( ).1 yx φ≠≠φ  Let ( ) ( ).0 ysx φ≠≠=φ  Then 

.1 φ⊆⋅ RxRs  Since ,1 φRx  0≠Rx  and φ is a weak fuzzy prime submodule, by 

Theorem 3.6 we must have ( ).1: MRs φ⊆  Let .0>ε  Then there exists ( )RFI∈η  

such that ( )1η≤ε−s  and .1 φ⊆⋅η M  Hence ( ) ( ) .11 φ⊆⋅η⊆η⊆ε− MMMs  So 

( )ys φ≤ε−  and we must have ( ) ( ).ysx φ≤=φ  Similarly we can show that 

( ) ( ).yx φ≥φ  Hence ( ) ( ).yx φ=φ  It follows that .2Im =φ  

(ii) This is clear by part (i) and Theorem 3.4. □ 

To state the next result we have to prove a result for the crisp weak prime 
submodules. 

Theorem 3.9. Let P be a weak prime submodule of M such that ( )PMP R:  

.0≠  Then P is a prime submodule of M. 

Proof. Let Ra ∈  and Mx ∈  be such that .Pax ∈  If ,0≠ax  then since P is 

weak prime, we have ( )MPa R:∈  or .Px ∈  

So let .0=ax  In this case we may assume that .0=aP  For, let .0≠aP  Then 
there exists Pp ∈  such that ,0≠ap  so ( ) .0 Ppxa ∈+≠  Therefore, ( )MPa R:∈  

or Ppx ∈+  and hence ( )MPa R:∈  or .Px ∈  Next, we may assume that 

( ) .0: =xMP R  If this is not the case, there exists ( )MPu R:∈  such that 

0≠ux  and so ( ) .0 Pxua ∈+≠  Since P is a weak prime submodule, we have 
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( )MPua R:∈+  or .Px∈  Hence ( )MPa R:∈  or .Px∈  Now since ( )PMP R:  

,0≠  there exist ( )MPr R:∈  and Pp ∈  such that .0≠rp  So ( )ra +≠0  

( ) ,Ppx ∈+  and hence ( )MPra R:∈+  or .Ppx ∈+  Therefore, ( )MPa R:∈  

or Px ∈  and the proof is complete. □ 

The ring version of the above theorem is as follows. 

Theorem 3.10. Let P be a weak prime ideal of R such that .02 ≠P  Then P is a 
prime ideal of R. 

Corollary 3.11. Let µ be a weak fuzzy prime ideal of R such that .02
1 ≠µ  Then 

µ is a fuzzy prime ideal. 

Proof. Since µ is a weak fuzzy prime ideal, by Theorem 3.8 (ii) 1µ  is a weak 

prime ideal of R. Hence by Theorem 3.10, 1µ  must be a prime ideal of R and so µ is 

a fuzzy prime ideal by [3, Theorem 1.2.48]. □ 

By a reduced ring we mean a ring with no nonzero nilpotent element. 

Corollary 3.12. Let µ be a weak fuzzy prime ideal of R. Then 01 ⊆µ  or 

.0 1µ⊆  If ,01µ  then 1µ  is not a prime ideal of R; while if ,0 1µ  then 1µ  

is a prime ideal of R. Hence if R is reduced, a fuzzy ideal µ is weak fuzzy prime iff 
either 01 =µ  or 1µ  is prime. 

Proof. We note that 1µ  is a weak prime ideal of R. If 1µ  is not a prime ideal of 

R, then by Theorem 3.10, we have .02
1 =µ  So .02

11 ⊆µ⊆µ  If 1µ  is a prime 

ideal of R, then .0 11 µ=µ⊆  All the claims follow. □ 

Example 3.13. We note that a fuzzy ideal η with 02
1 =η  (or  even with 

01 ⊆η  and )001 =⋅η  need not be a weak fuzzy prime ideal. For example, take 

8Z=R  and { }.1 4,0=η  Then evidently 02
1 =η  (in  fact, 01 ⊆η  and =⋅η 01  

),0  but since ,220 ⋅≠  η⊆⋅ 22 11  and ,12 η  η is not a weak fuzzy prime ideal. 
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